MAGGIE RYAN

maggieryan1031@gmail.com • (858) 431-9801 • 776 La Prenda Rd. • Los Altos, CA 94024
EXPERIENCE
WikiHow—Editorial Fellow—Palo Alto, CA
July 2017–present
• Research, write, and edit educational, friendly articles on topics including health, fitness, food, and travel
• Pioneered trending articles project, writing how-to pieces on current, timely topics with quick research
and turnaround
• Worked on various content projects, including in-article quizzes, summaries, and samples
• Incorporate analysis from outside experts into articles while maintaining article tone and flow
Geneen Roth, Author—Social Media Intern—Marin County, CA
September 2017–present
• Film, edit, and post YouTube and Facebook videos of best-selling health and wellness author Geneen
Roth, focused on empowerment and relationships to food
• Contribute ideas and feedback for promotional and inspirational posts on Facebook and Instagram
• Helped to craft Instagram outreach strategy
STANFORD Magazine—Class Notes Student Assistant—Stanford, CA
April 2014–June 2017
• Researched and wrote several bi-monthly columns on alumni of various ages (40s-late 90s)
• Interviewed alumni via phone and email
• Required attention to editorial detail, fact-checking skills, independent initiative, and follow-through
STANFORD Magazine—Editorial Intern—Stanford, CA
June–August 2015 and 2016
• Fact-checked articles and wrote front-of-the-book pieces, book reviews, obituaries, and departments
• Actively participated in editorial and creative meetings, pitching ideas for articles and features
The Florentine—Editorial Intern—Florence, Italy
September–December 2015
• Translated and wrote print and online articles on local Florence news for a global audience, on topics such
as travel, food, history, and art
• Attended press conferences and conducted interviews
SKILLS
Writing & Communication:
• Write pieces on health and body image at https://medium.com/@maggieryan1031
• Publish personal blog and professional portfolio at https://www.maggiemaybe.com/
• Strong interviewing, pitching, writing, and fact-checking skills developed during internships and
fellowship
• Working proficiency in Italian
Technology:
• Active on Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat
• Skilled with Word, Excel, Photoshop, Java programming, iMovie
EDUCATION
Stanford University—Stanford, CA
• BA in English with Creative Writing emphasis; minor in Italian
• Phi Beta Kappa; Italian Honor Society

September 2013–June 2017

INTERESTS
Reading and writing fiction • Fitness writing • Running • Swimming • Nutrition • Chi Omega sorority • Volunteer
field hockey coach • Environmental and energy issues • Stanford Class Notes Correspondent

